Context for Learning & Teaching – I Am Bat
Science - Through everyday experiences and play with a variety of toys and other objects, I can recognise simple types
of forces and describe their effects. Through experiments the children will know that; that pushes, and pulls are forces;
forces are invisible, but they can make something move or slow down

Technologies

• Create a sound wave tray to show how forces/ waves interact with floating objects.

(CDT, Food and Digital)

Vibrations and Waves - I Through play, I have explored a variety of ways of making sounds.
The children will know; materials are selected for musical instruments because they make a
Digital Literacy
sound; sounds can be loud or quiet; when instruments vibrate they make a sound.
 Use a digital camera/device to take a clear
photograph/image of the sky.
• Investigate echolocation with a blindfold and playing different instruments
 Use a search engine to find out information & filter
• Use string around different objects to hear the vibrations
my search results for images and videos.
Computing Science
 Design a simple algorithm to make a programmable device
such as BeeBot move backwards and forwards.

Literacy – 1+2 Languages
Reading, Listening and Talking - I can recognise the difference between fact and opinion
 Discussing why we needs bats? Why are they important?
 Sorting animal groups; is it a mammal? – YES – NO (Links to maths and science)
 Looking at different fruit and colour names in French, Spanish or other languages

Maths and Numeracy

Information Handling
Writing - creating texts of my choice; convey information, describe events
 How does Bat feel when the cherries go missing?
• Venn diagram or sorting of animal types;
 Write about your favourite things, things you like and things you
mammal, not mammal; wings, no wings
do not like
• Data handling – How many cherries.
 List foods which are healthy
 Write about sharing and being kind
• Emotions graph: track Bats emotions/feelings through the story

 Design a simple algorithm describing a regular route e.g. how to get to school

Shape, Position, movement
 Exploring shape through creating shape bat picture

Design and construct models/product & Exploring uses of materials
 Builds models & create pictures/models/concepts using different materials; think natural and manmade
 Use tools and materials (paper, card, wood, plastic) to create models
 Describes materials by touch for example sticky, squidgy, soft, fluffy, hard, rough, wet, heavy, light
 Identifies when a material is suitable or not for specific function or task

 Creating symmetrical bat pictures

Expressive Arts
Drama
 Splitting up story into scenes and acting out in front of audience
 Pretend to be another character in different stories and think about the feelings of others
 Talk like the characters I am pretending to be – use characters from the story as stimulus
Music
 Creating sound stories as you re read the story
 Exploring sound patterns through different materials and instruments
 Experiment with sounds using – tuned & untuned percussion
Play Based Learning Context Areas
 Experimenting with sound from natural and man-made objects and creating
instruments
Art
• Small World Play – create environments from story
 Designing – create a bat using various materials building on
•
Create
puppets/masks of the characters.
tearing, cutting and sticking skills

•Junk Modelling.
• Dioramas – create scenes from stories inside boxes.
• Play trays recreate scenes from stories
 Floating and sinking area
• Form – Create characters from the
story using simple modelling
 Mirrors for recognising emotions and facial expressions – Links to Health and Wellmaterials, that can stand.
being
 Role play area – people who help us
• Colour/Tone - Recreate scenes from the book
exploring colour – link to fruit colours

Social Studies and R.M.E
People, Place and Environment
 Identifies simple features of the local environment, for example, hill, river, road, railway.
 Identifies different methods of taking journeys
 Expresses thoughts about which ways of travelling impact the environment both positively
and negatively.
Developing Young Workforce
Careers Education Standard
 Talks about something they have done to care for the environment.
• I can communicate with people about the
different jobs they do in my community.
• I can discuss some of the rewards that a job brings.
• I believe I can do any job.
• I can role play different job roles.

People in society, economy and business
 Identifies at least two sources of evidence which provide
information about the world, for example, newspapers,
TV, Internet

Health and Well Being
Mental and Emotional Well Being
 Discussing feelings and strategies to help us manage our emotions.
 Identifying different emotions in ourselves and others.

Relationships
 Discussing friendship and what it means to be a friend – links to Drama and Literacy
 Discussing worries and think about things that can frighten us – links to growth mindset

Related book suggestions
Who Eats What? Food Chains and Food Webs Patricia Lauber, Colin and Lee, Carrot and Pea Morag Hood, When Grandad Was a Penguin Morag Hood, The Steves Morag Hood, Batty Sarah Dyer, Getting Outside the Classroom Woodland Trust Scotland
Learning Pack, Bat Loves the Night Nicola Davies, Little Red Bat Carole Gerber, Bats Around the Clock Kathi Appelt, Nightsong Ari Berk, The Very Quiet Cricket Eric Carle, Peace at Last Jill Murphy, Polar Bear, Polar Bear What Do You Hear? Eric Carle,
Ruby Sings the Blues Nikki Daly, The Listening Walk Paul Showers, Sounds All Around Wendy Peffer, What the Ladybird Heard Julia Donaldson, Oscar and the Bat Geoff Waring, Little Beaver and the Echo Amy MacDonald
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Year/Group Stage:

Make

Staff Involved:

Curriculum Codes:

Writing
LIT 0-09b / LIT 0-31a
ENG 0-12a / LIT 0-13a /
LIT 0-21a, LIT 0-21b, LIT 0-09b / LIT 031a

Maths
Data Analysis – MNU 0-20a
Money – MNU 1-09a
Shape, Position, Movement –
MTH 0-16a, MTH 0-19a,
Expressive Arts
Art
EXA 0-02a, EXA 0-04a, EXA 0-06a
Music
EXA 0-16a, EXA 0-17a
Drama
Role Play - EXA 0-12a
Presenting - EXA 0-14a
Social Subjects
SOC 0-07a, SOC 0-08a
SOC 0-15a
Health and Well-being
HWB 0-01a, 0-02a, 0-03a, 0-04a, 005a, HWB 0-44a/b

4 Capacities and Ideas to help

Areas for moderation and assessment
Tasks

Sources of Evidence

Successful Learners

Confident Individuals

(Knowledge & Conceptual Understanding)

(Attitudes)

with
* enthusiasm and motivation for
learning
* openness to new thinking and ideas
* determination to reach high
standards of achievement

Initial Stimulus:

Technology
Digital Literacy - TCH 0-01a, TCH 0-02a
Computing Science - TCH 0-15a
Design & constructing - TCH 0-09a,
TCH 0-10a, TCH 0-11a

LIT 0-01a / LIT 0-11a /
LIT 0-20a, LIT 0-01c, LIT 0-04a
LIT 0-07a / LIT 0-16a / ENG 0-17a, LIT
0-19a

Session and Term:
Driving Question:

Science
Forces - SCN 0-07a
Vibrations and Waves - SCN 0-011a

Literacy
Reading/ Listening and talking

Do

Assessment Criteria

and able to
* use technology for learning
* think creatively and independently
* learn independently & as part of a
group
* make reasoned evaluations
* link and apply different kinds of
learning in new situations
* use literacy, communication and
numeracy skills

with
* self-respect
* secure values and beliefs
* a sense of physical, mental and
emotional wellbeing
and able to
* relate to others and manage
themselves
* pursue a healthy & active lifestyle
* be self-aware
* live as independently as they can
* assess risk & take informed
decisions
* achieve success in different areas
of activity
* develop and communicate their
own beliefs & view of the world
* link and apply different kinds of
learning in new situations

Responsible Citizens

Effective Contributors

(Social Awareness & Understanding)

(Skills, Strategies & Processes)

with
* respect for others
* commitment to participate
responsibly in political, economic,
social & cultural life
and able to
* develop knowledge & understanding
of the world and Scotland’s place in it
* understand different beliefs and
cultures
* make informed choices & decisions
* evaluate environmental, scientific
and technological issues
* develop informed views of complex
issues

with
* an enterprising attitude
* resilience
* self-reliance
and able to
* communicate in different ways and
settings
* work in partnership and in teams
* take the initiative and lead
* apply critical thinking in new
concepts
* create and develop
* solve problems

AiFL Strategies
Learning Intentions/SC
* share examples
* groups/pairs
* traffic lighting
* mind mapping
* Pupil Voice
* Driving Question
Quality Questioning
*Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce
* wait time/thinking time
* appointment cards
* thumbs up
* give me five
* snowballing
* question box
* no hands up
* think, pair, share
* walk about/talk about
* one sentence summary
* enquiry question
* good question stems
Peer & Self-Assessment
* Blooms questioning
* +ve feedback poster
* gallery walk
* Learning Pit
Marking & Feedback
* marking guides
* 2 stars & a wish
* highlight & prompt
* paired & peer marking
* oral feedback
* feedback comments
* Success Sandwich
* Growth Mindset – Not yet, I
can with support, I can do it!

